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GOVERNOR CUOMO, DENY LICENSE GOVERNOR CUOMO, DENY LICENSE GOVERNOR CUOMO, DENY LICENSE GOVERNOR CUOMO, DENY LICENSE 

EXTENSIONS FOR INDIAN POINT EXTENSIONS FOR INDIAN POINT EXTENSIONS FOR INDIAN POINT EXTENSIONS FOR INDIAN POINT     

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission calls it the 
 highest earthquake risk reactor in the USA 

1,500 tons of radioactive waste are stored on site 

Governor, we call on you to:Governor, we call on you to:Governor, we call on you to:Governor, we call on you to:    

• Publicly oppose federal relPublicly oppose federal relPublicly oppose federal relPublicly oppose federal relicensing of the plant.icensing of the plant.icensing of the plant.icensing of the plant.    

• Tell the NYS environmental agency to continue withholding Tell the NYS environmental agency to continue withholding Tell the NYS environmental agency to continue withholding Tell the NYS environmental agency to continue withholding 

a watera watera watera water----use permit. use permit. use permit. use permit.     

• Develop clean, green, Develop clean, green, Develop clean, green, Develop clean, green, efficient energy. efficient energy. efficient energy. efficient energy.             

Although Governor Cuomo has said that Indian Point should be closed and 
Attorney General Schneiderman has called for an immediate assessment of all 
public health and safety risks posed by 
Indian Point, the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission is still considering relicensing 
the plant for another twenty years. Governor 
Cuomo must officially denounce any license 
extensions and publicly declare he will work 
to prevent them.  

Indian Point’s reactors are located on the 
Ramapo earthquake fault just 35 miles from 
Times Square. The storage of 1,500 tons of radioactive waste onsite, with 
1,000 tons to come if licenses are extended, increases the plant's danger to the 
metropolitan area.  There is no viable evacuation plan.  Shut it down!  

Write a Letter to the Governor TodayWrite a Letter to the Governor TodayWrite a Letter to the Governor TodayWrite a Letter to the Governor Today    
http://www.governor.ny.gov/contact/GovernorContactForm.php  

Hon. Andrew M. Cuomo, State Capitol, Albany, N.Y. 12224; 518-474-8390 
Or go to the Three Parks website and download a letter. 


